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Holographic light scattering in photorefractive crystals with local response
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Strong polarization-isotropic wide-angle light scattering in photorefractive crystals with dominating photo-
voltaic response is explained referring to different experimental results obtained for LiTaO3:Fe crystals. It is
shown experimentally that the steady-state amplification of the light scattering results from a nonzero shift in
the temporal frequency between the coherent optical noise and the pump beam. Competition of photovoltaic
and diffusion contributions in the photorefractive effect leads to a spatial and temporal asymmetry of nonlinear
scattering. Contributions of ‘‘hot’’ electrons in the diffusion process have to be assumed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Propagation of a laser beam in photorefractive crys
very often leads to the appearance of different patterns
scattered light known as photoinduced light scattering1 or
beam fanning.2 This nonlinear phenomenon is the result
beam-coupling processes when a seed radiation is amp
at the expense of the incident beam. The incident beam
partially scattered from surface and bulk optical inhomo
neities randomly distributed in the crystal. This primary sc
tered light interferes with the transmitted beam, forming
continuous set of elementary light patterns. Because of
photorefractive effect3 the light modulation records elemen
tary ‘‘noisy’’ gratings of the refraction index~index gratings!
in the volume of photorefractive crystals. If index gratin
are spatially shifted with respect to the original light mod
lation, the diffraction of the laser beam from the gratin
may result in an amplification of the seed waves. The wi
angle pattern of such a photoinduced light scattering de
ops in the directions where nonlinear wave mixing ensu
efficient energy transfer. The particular mechanisms of
photorefractive nonlinearity are different for different cry
tals providing a rich variety of scattering processes. T
study of photoinduced scattering helps to understand the
cesses of light amplification in the particular photorefract
crystal.

A satisfactory model of wide-angle scattering has be
developed up to now only for crystals with purely nonloc
response, particularly with dominating diffusion mechani
of the space-charge transport such as undoped LiNbO3 and
LiTaO3, BaTiO3 and SBN.1,2 This model considers the
frequency-degenerated case in which the temporal freq
cies of incoming and scattered light are identical leading t
standing light modulation. Thus, the noisy index gratings
exactly p/2-phase shifted with respect to the light modu
tion and this shift ensures optimal conditions for station
energy exchange only in one direction~either against or
along the polarc axis depending on the sign of the photoca
0163-1829/2002/65~19!/195111~6!/$20.00 65 1951
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riers and on the sign of the electro-optic coefficient!. As a
result, the propagation of a single laser beam inX- or Y-cut
samples always yields here one-sided scattering patte
Properties of the scattering in undoped LiNbO3 and LiTaO3

are in good qualitative agreement with the theory of pho
induced scattering in crystals with pure nonlocal respons4

At the same time, the model of the scattering based on
diffusion nonlinearity is not able to describe the properties
polarization-isotropic scattering observed in LiTaO3 and
LiNbO3 crystals doped with iron or copper. Particularly, th
anomalous brightness and the two-sided shape of the sca
ing pattern observed in doped crystals cannot be explaine
the frame of this model. According to Refs. 5 and 6 t
dominating space-charge transport in doped LiTaO3 and
LiNbO3 is a photovoltaic effect and the photorefractive r
sponse is local, resulting in unshifted index gratings~we re-
strict here our consideration to polarization-isotropic scat
ing where incident and scattered light are identica
polarized!. Thus, no stationary intensity coupling betwe
seed and pump waves should occur and no strong pho
duced scattering is expected via the photovoltaic nonline
ity. Only some transient scattering is allowed because o
bend of the fringe pattern if a phase transfer between
interacting waves occurs.7

The first attempt to exceed the limits of the tradition
model of frequency-degenerate scattering was made in
8, where a nonzero shift in the temporal frequency of
scattered light is considered as the necessary condition fo
effective amplification in crystals with local response. Som
experimental evidence for frequency detuning in photo
duced scattering is presented in Refs. 9 and 10, but u
now no satisfactory theory has been developed that expl
the properties of wide-angle scattering in doped LiTaO3 and
LiNbO3 crystals in all details.

In this paper we present different experimental results
photoinduced wide-angle scattering in LiTaO3:Fe crystals
with a photovoltaic response. Clear experimental evidenc
the temporal frequency shift in wide-angle light scattering
©2002 The American Physical Society11-1
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LiTaO3:Fe crystal is reported. The asymmetry of the scat
ing pattern is measured and analyzed. It is found that
temporal evolution as well as the frequency detuning of
scattered light is different for directions along and against
polar axis of the crystal. Based on the experimental res
we discuss the qualitative model of isotropic scattering t
ing into consideration the following key assumptions. W
consider, ~1! the case of frequency-nondegenera
scattering,8,11 ~2! the competiton of photovoltaic and diffu
sion contributions to light amplification processes,12 ~3! the
contribution of ‘‘hot’’ ~nonthermalized! electrons in the dif-
fusion space-charge transport.13 We show that these thre
model assumptions are able to explain qualitatively all f
tures of the photoinduced scattering measured in LiTaO3:Fe
crystals. The theoretical dependence of the coupling stre
on the frequency shift is calculated for the quantitative
planation of some scattering properties.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

An a-cut sample of LiTaO3:Fe ~800 wt% ppm Fe! of a
3b3c53.431.8534.3 mm3 dimensions with thec axis
aligned in the table plane is illuminated by the light of
Ar-ion laser operating at the wavelengthl5514 nm. An
unexpanded extraordinarily polarized laser beam of 2.2
diameter impinges on the crystal perpendicularly to theYZ
surface@see Fig. 1~a!#. In order to avoid undesirable pyro
electric charges on the crystal surfaces during its exposu
coherent light,14,15 the crystal is immersed in a cell with
soft alkaline solution. Bright photoinduced light scatteri
develops when the pump beam starts to illuminate the c
tal. The transmitted pump beam is strongly depleted beca
of the scattering processes, in the steady state the total
tering intensity reaches a value of the same order of ma
tude as the pump beam intensity.

Figure 1~b! shows a scattering pattern on a screenS
placed behind the crystal. The bright spot in the middle
the screen corresponds to the pump beam. Scattered
arising mostly in theXZ-plane forms the wide-angle patter
on the screen, consisting of two bright diffuse strips, o
oriented in the direction of thec axis of the crystal~‘‘ 1c’’
strip! and the other in the opposite direction~‘‘ 2c’’ strip !.
The well-pronounced two-sided shape of the scattering
tern is typical for doped LiNbO3 and LiTaO3 crystals,18

whereas in undoped crystals the pattern always has one-s
shape~unidirectional beam fanning!. The polarization of the
scattered light in Fig. 1~b! is identical to the polarization o
the pump beam~extraordinary scattered waves!.

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic representation of the experimental se
with LiTaO3:Fe; ~b! Far-field scattering pattern on the screenS.
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The scattering pattern exhibits an asymmetry in the int
sity distribution, the ‘‘1c’’ strip is weaker than the ‘‘2c’’
strip. Figure 2 shows a scan of the angular distribution of
steady-state light intensity measured in theXZ plane. The
scattering angleus is the angle measured from the pum
beam to the current position of the photodiode, positive a
negative angles correspond to the1c9 and the2c direction,
respectively. The computer controlled angular displacem
of the photodiode is discrete withDus50.1° between two
adjacent positions. The scattered light collected by the p
todiode aperture forms a cone with an apex angle ofdupd
50.3° ~photodiode aperture angle!. The measured total in
tensity of the scattered light in the2c strip is about two
times larger than that in the1c strip, I 2c

S /I 1c
S '2 (I 2c

S and
I 1c

S are two crosshatched regions under the experime
curve shown in Fig. 2 and separated by the central pu
beam peak!. The maximum of the scattering intensity in th
2c and in the1c strip of the scattering pattern is found
us

2c5212° andus
1c518°, respectively. A rotation of the

crystal by 180° around theY axis resulting in the inversion
of thec axis leads to a redistribution of the scattered light
such a way that the2c strip is again brighter than the1c
strip.

The study of the scattering dynamics shows the follow
results. Figure 3 presents the temporal development of
scattering measured for the1c and the2c strip ~two solid
curves! from the beginning to the steady state. Two pho
diodes are placed symmetrically with respect to the direct

p

FIG. 2. Angular intensity distribution of scattered light inXZ
plane. The central peak corresponds to the transmitted pump b

FIG. 3. Temporal development of scattered light~solid lines!
and depletion of the pump beam~dashed line!. us5612°, I p

50.26 W/cm2, dupd56°.
1-2
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HOLOGRAPHIC LIGHT SCATTERING IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 195111
of the pump beam and are adjusted under an angle ous
5612°. The pump beam intensity isI p50.26 W/cm2. The
curves are taken with the largest possible aperture a
dupd56° in order to measure the integral response from
large number of elementary pixels of the scattering patte
Two curves clearly indicate the main difference in the te
poral evolution of the scattering in the two directions. Th
2c scattering exhibits a well-pronounced transient intens
peak before the steady state is reached, while there is
transient peak for the1c scattering. The dashed curve o
Fig. 3 illustrates the pump beam depletion that is due to
scattering process.

To study the temporal behavior of a single pixel
the light pattern, the dynamics is measured after the cry
has been already exposed for a quite long timet@tdi ~steady
state!, where tdi is the dielectric relaxation time. Thes
measurements are performed at the scattering angle
us5612°, but with the aperture angle of the photodiod
reduced todupd50.015°. The resulting curves~one for the
1c and the other for the2c side! are shown in Fig. 4 and
exhibit periodic variations of the scattering intensity wi
different beat frequencies for the1c and the2c strip. The
period Tb of the intensity modulation is dependent on t
pump intensity and decreases for increasingI p . However,
the ratio Tb

1c/Tb
2c remains constant. Figure 5 shows the me

FIG. 4. Intensity dynamics of a single pixel of the scatteri
pattern ~a! in ‘‘ 1c’’-strip and ~b! in ‘‘ 2c’’-strip. The crystal is
preliminary illuminated by the pump beam for a timet@tdi•us

5612°, I p51.6 W/cm2, dupd50.015°.

FIG. 5. Temporal frequency of the intensity of a single pixel
the scattered light vs the pump beam intensity.us5612°.
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sured dependence of the beat frequencyV6c52p/Tb
6c vs

the pump intensity. It should be noted that the crystal
always immersed in the alkaline solution. For a crystal in
the dynamics become irregular because of a surface elect
breakdown imposed upon the periodic beatings. An incre
ing of the aperture angle of the photodetector also leads
gradual decrease of the intensity modulation until its co
plete disappearance.

This effect of the vanishing of the periodical variation
with increasing aperture angle observed in the experim
can be explained if the stochastic nature of primary scat
ing is taken into account. Elementary interference patte
formed by transmitted light with different seed waves are
correlated in phase. An enlargement of the aperturte an
increases the number of stochastically independent n
components contributing to the photodetector input. Wh
the aperture angle exceeds some limiting value the avera
signal becomes irregular.

III. DISCUSSION

To explain the features of the scattering observed in
experiments we first accept the following basic assumptio

~1! We assume the existence of a nonzero shift in
temporal frequency between the scattered and the p
waves and nearly degenerate photorefractive coupling in
case is considered. For example, the part of the initial s
scattering characterized by the temporal frequencyvs can be
slightly shifted with respect to the fundamental frequencyvp
of the laser radiation.8,11 The frequency spectrum of the pr
mary scattering is a Lorenz function and the optimal f
quency detuning is described by the reciprocal dielectric
laxation time,V5vp2vs51/tdi .

~2! Next, we point out the principal necessity to accou
for contributions of both photovoltaic and diffusion charg
transport in the coupling of the scattered waves and
pump wave.

~3! We also allow a contribution of nonthermalized ele
trons in the diffusion process.

Below, we consider the interaction of the transmitt
componentp of the pump beam with the light fieldEp

5E p
0 exp@2 i (kpr2vpt2fp)# and the scattering componen

s with the field Es5E s
0 exp@2 i (ksr2vst2fs)#, wherekp

andks are wave vectors, andfp andfs are initial phases. An
interference of these two waves results in an elementary l
modulation I 5I 0@11m cos(Kr 1Vt1Df)#, where K5ks
2kp is the light modulation wave vector (uK u52p/L),
Df5fp2fs , I 05I s1I p is the total intensity andm
52E p

0E s
0/I 0. This parasitic elementary light modulation pro

duces an electric space-charge field by charge migration
cording phase gratings by the modulation of the refract
index ~index grating! via the linear electro-optic effect,Dn
5 1

2 r e f fn
3Esc , where n is the refractive index,r e f f is the

effective electro-optic coefficient, andEsc is the electric
space-charge field. If the parasitic index gratings are ph
shifted with respect to the light modulation, stationary inte
sity coupling takes place and the scattered light is amplifi
at the expense of the pump beam.
1-3
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The efficiency of the amplification process is described
the coupling strengthg l , constituted of the product of crysta
thicknessl and coupling constantg52pDnl21 that speci-
fies the nonlinear properties of the crystal.3 It is assumed tha
in the general case the coupling constant is complexg
5g81 ig9, where real and imaginary parts describe ph
and amplitude exchange between two waves, respectiv
Thus, the exchange of amplitudes corresponds to statio
amplification of scattering, but the phase exchange betw
the s and p waves results only in a transient amplificatio
caused by the inertial properties of the nonlinear media.
type of the photorefractive nonlinearity is divided into a no
local response (g9Þ0,g850) and a local response (g9
50,g8Þ0) and strongly depends on the processes of cha
migration forming the electric field.

For doped LiTaO3 ~as well as for doped LiNbO3), elec-
trons are the major photocarriers for excitation with visib
light.19 We admit a dominating role of the photovoltaic effe
in the processes of formation of the electric space-cha
field. The photovoltaic electric field exhibits strong spat
anisotropy19

Epv~r !5
be f f

k
cos~Kr 1Vt1Df!, ~3.1!

wherek is the specific photoconductivity,be f f is the com-
ponent of the photovoltaic tensor that describes the an
tropic properties of the photovoltaic effect. The largest co
ponents of theb tensor for LiTaO3 are b333'b3115b322,
resulting in most efficient recording of parasitic gratings
6c direction. The photovoltaic electric field measured f
our particular LiTaO3 sample along thec axis is about 84
kV/cm for illumination with light of 514 nm wavelength.

Diffusion is considered in our scattering model as an i
portant additional charge transport. Acording to Ref. 16,
diffusion electric field can be written as

Edi f~r !5
~kBT/e!K1md~eh /e!K

11md
sin~Kr 1Vt1Df!,

~3.2!

wheree is the elementary electric charge,kB the Boltzman
constant, andT the absolute temperature. The first term in t
numerator is due to the diffusion of thermalized electro
(ET

di f). The second term (EN
di f) describes the electric field

formed via diffusion of photoexcited electrons with energ
eh higher than the typical energy of thermal activation (eh
.kBT). Such electrons usually are called ‘‘hot’’ or nonthe
malized electrons. The parametermd in Eq. ~3.2! determines
the ratio between these two contributions. In the case
md!1 the diffusion of thermalized electrons is dominati
and formd@1 the contribution of hot electrons is importan
An intermediate value ofmd corresponds to a share holdin
of electrons of both types in the diffusion charge transp
Keeping in mind that the scattering intensity has a maxim
at a spatial period ofL55 mm, the diffusion field owing to
thermalized electrons reachesET

di f51.3 kV/cm. A contribu-
tion of nonthermalized electrons estimated from independ
19511
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beam-coupling and scattering experiments12,13 gives values
for EN

di f in the range of 4 to 20 kV/cm that significantl
exceedET

di f .
In the frequency-degenerate case (vs5vp), according to

Eq. ~3.1!, the photovoltaic space-charge transport cor
sponds to a local response and results in no stationary b
coupling between scattered and transmitted parts of the l
beam. On the other hand@see Eq.~3.2!#, diffusion provides a
nonlocal response with a spatialL/4 shift of the index grat-
ing in the 2c direction (p/2-phase mismatch! with respect
to the light modulation and consequently the amplified sc
tered light is oriented only in this direction. The typical valu
of the coupling strength calculated for LiTaO3 crystal with
the help of Eq.~3.2! ranges only up tog9l 54 that is too
small to explain the anomalously bright scattering obser
in the experiment.

Now, let us assume that temporal frequencies of the tra
mitted and scattered wave are different (vsÞvp). In this
case the interference pattern formed by thep and thes wave
will run in space with a speedn52pV/K. Because of its
inertial properties, the medium is in delay with the respon
of the moving interference pattern so that the index gratin
permanently shifted with respect to the light modulation.
tensity coupling becomes possible and the direction of
ergy transfer depends on the sign of frequency detuningV.
The coherent light withvs,vp is amplified. Thus, the pres
ence of a running light modulation withdraws the prohibitio
of stationary energy transfer between the two coherent wa
in photorefractive media with initially local response.

The presence of frequency-shifted components in
scattered light is demonstrated by the dynamics of a sin
pixel of the scattering pattern in Fig. 4. We suppose that
periodic variations of the scattering intensity depict a spa
movement of the elementary interference pattern formed
one of the frequency-shifted components~elastic scattering,
vs

eÞvp) with the frequency-degenerate component~inelas-
tic scattering,vs

i 5vp). The beating period Tb depends on
the frequency detuning valueV52p/Tb .

The bidirectional shape of the scattering patterns ena
us to suggest, that the sign ofV is the same for the1c and
the 2c direction, allowing the grating moving from th
pump beam in both directions. The reciprocal values of
average detuningt52/(V1c1V2c) calculated from the
data of Fig. 4 are close to the values of the dielectric rel
ation time tdi measured directly from holographic exper
ments for the same range of pump intensities in agreem
with the model assumption ofVtdi51. The differences in
the frequency shift (DV5V1c2V2c) observed for the two
directions~see Fig. 5! result in different phase shifts betwee
index and light gratings, and consequently in different a
plification rates of the seed scattering in these directions

The assumption of a nonzero frequency shift in photo
duced scattering for crystals with local response is also c
firmed by the experimental observation of the beat freque
in the scattering intensity in LiNbO3:Fe crystals.

Taking into account a nonzero frequency detuningV in
the scattered light, the expressions for the coupling coe
cents of the photovoltaic and diffusion contributions can
represented17 as
1-4
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gpv5
g0

pv

11~Vt!2
1 i

g0
pvVt

11~Vt!2
, ~3.3!

gdi f5
g0

di fVt

11~Vt!2
1 i

g0
di f

11~Vt!2
, ~3.4!

where g0
pv5pn3r e f fE

pv/l and g0
di f5pn3r e f fE

di f /l. For
our particular case of extraordinary waves and grating w
vectors oriented closely to thec axis,n'ne , r e f f'r333.

The additional phase shift that results from the freque
detuning is smaller than the diffusion shift. Hence, even
the frequency nondegenerated case, the diffusion resp
contributes to amplification only in one direction~against the
c axis in LiTaO3!, in the opposite direction the scattering
depleted. For an initially local photovoltaic response,
presence of frequency detuningV gives rise to an amplifi-
cation of the scattered light equal in the1c and in the2c
direction. Thus, valuesgpv andgdi f should be added in the
2c direction and subtracted in the1c direction, resulting in
different values ofg6c . The final expressions for the imag
nary and the real part of the coupling coefficient are

g95
pn3r 333

2@11~Vt!2#
~VtEpv6Edi f !, ~3.5!

g85
pn3r 333

2@11~Vt!2#
~Epv6VtEdi f !, ~3.6!

where the sign ‘‘1’’ is valid for the ‘‘ 2c’’ direction, and the
sign ‘‘2 ’’ for the ‘‘ 1c’’ direction. Figure 6~a! shows the
calculated dependence ofg9l vs Vt and depicts the impor
tant fact that the coupling strengthg9l reaches its maximum
at differentVoptt values for the1c- and the2c-direction.
In other words, the optimal frequency detuning is differe
for the two sides of the scattering pattern andDVopt5V1c

opt

2V2c
opt.0. The last conclusion is in agreement with our e

FIG. 6. Coupling strengthg l vs Vt. ~a! Im$g l %; ~b! Re$g l %.
Epv584 kV/cm, Edi f55.4 kV/cm, DVoptt50.14.
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perimental results~see Figs. 4 and 5!. The theoretical result
g2c9 l .g1c9 l explains the asymmetry in the angular light di
tribution, shown in Fig. 2. Noticeably large values ofg9l
also explain the anomalous brightness of the scattering
tern that is much stronger than the scattering in undo
LiTaO3.

Another important conclusion from Fig. 6~a! is the fol-
lowing: The calculation of the two curves in Fig. 6~a! is
based on the assumption that the theoretical valueDVoptt
should fit the experimental valueDVt50.14 taken from Fig.
5. The best correspondence of the relative shiftDVt of the
maximum of the theoretical curvesg2c8 l (Vt) andg1c8 l (Vt)
to the experiment data is for the value of the diffusion fie
of Edi f55.6 kV/cm, that is much larger than the electr
field ET

di f produced by the diffusion of thermalized electron
Edi f /ET

di f54.3. Using the value ofET
di f51.3 kV/cm~typical

for LiTaO3) in Eq. ~3.5! would result in an equal frequenc
shift Vopt and, therefore, in an equalg9l value for the two
directions, in contradiction to the experiment. On the oth
hand, the obtained ratio 4.3 is in a good agreement w
results of independent measurements.12,13Thus, this result of
our experiments can also serve as an argument in favor o
assumption of a considerable contribution of nonthermali
electrons in diffusion processes in LiTaO3.

The theoretical dependence ofg8l on Vt shown in Fig.
6~b! gives us the possibility to explain the differences in t
temporal evolution of the scattered light in the1c and the
2c-strip ~Fig. 3!. Since the real part of the coupling streng
is responsible for the transient amplification of the scatte
light,7 the presence of a nonzero frequency detuning res
also in an asymmetry of the process of transient amplifi
tion of scattered light. A difference in the value ofVopt in
the1c and in the2c-direction causes different shifts of th
optimalg8l from the corresponding theoretical maxima. T
difference betweeng1c8 l andg2c8 l is not proportional to the
difference betweeng1c9 l andg2c9 l . For our particular case o
LiTaO3 crystals,g2c8 l .g2c9 l andg1c8 l ,g1c9 l , meaning that
only in the2c direction the transient amplification excee
the amplification in the steady state. The exceeding ofg8l
overg9l in the2c direction causes a transient intensity pe
in the scattering dynamics defined byg8l . After that the in-
tensity decreases to the steady-state level defined byg9l . On
the other hand, no transient scattering peaks should be
served in the1c-direction. A larger contribution of diffusion
to the electric space-charge field will result in an increase
DVt, so that the transient peak for scattering in the2c strip
should be more pronounced.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Experiments were carried out with LiTaO3:Fe to study the
photoinduced light scattering in photorefractive crystals w
dominating photovoltaic response. The presented mode
polarization-isotropic wide-angle scattering is considered
explain both, dynamics and steady-state properties of
scattering pattern observed in the experiments. It is pro
that anomalously bright polarization-isotropic scattering
LiTaO3:Fe originates from frequency-shifted components
1-5
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the scattered light nonlinearly amplified at the expense
pump beam. The asymmetry in the intensity distribution a
in the dynamics of the scattering results from the competit
of contributions of the diffusion and the photovoltaic effe
in the charge transport processes. The presented results
port also the significant role of diffusion of nonthermaliz
electrons in processes of the spatial redistribution of pho
carriers.
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